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ON SUMMANDS OF DIRECT PRODUCTS OF ABELIAN GROUPS 
J. D. O'NEILL 
Abstract: In this paper we show that an infinite direct 
product of abelian groups can equal the direct sum of two 
indecomposable subgroups. This and other similar results are 
derived from corresponding results about direct sums of 
abelian groups first obtained by A.L.S. Corner and L. Fuchs. 
Key words: direct product and direct sum of groups, 
slender, algebraically compact, rank. 
Classification: 20K25, 20K26 
In 1969 in til A.L.S. Corner showed, by example, that an 
infinite direct sum of rank two torsion-free reduced abelian 
groups can equal the direct sum of two indecomposable sub-
groups. We will prove that "infinite direct sum" can be re-
placed by "infinite direct product" in this statement. We 
will then prove the same thing for a variation of Corner's 
result obtained by L. Fuchs CTheorem 91.2 in 21. By contrast 
we show in Theorem 4 that an infinite direct product of rank 
one torsion-free abelian groups cannot equal the direct sum 
of indecomposable subgroups. Finally, utilizing another 
example of Corner's, we present an abelian group G which can 
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be expressed as an infinite direct product in many unusual 
ways. 
All groups herein are abelian. The letter N will denote 
the set of natural numbers. All unexplained terminology may 
be found in Z21, particularly in Chapter XIII. 
A few words on topology are necessary. Suppose a group 
OB 
E equals HE . We give it the product topology induced by 
the discrete topology on the B 's. This topology is Hausdorff. 
If H is a subgroup of E, we designate its closure by H. If 
A > B • CSE, then A » B • C when the following criterion 
is satisfied: 
(*) if a sequence a., a2, ... of elements in A converges 
to 0, then f«(a^) and f„(a ) both converge to 0 
is n v* n 
where f- and fc are the projections to B and C. 
In what follows we shall have use for these open neighborhoods 
of 0 in E: E n - H E. for n»0. Clearly tlEn « 0. 
|k|*n k 
Theorems 
Our first theorem was inspired by Corner's example in 
II of C13 (see also Theorem 91.1 in C23). 
Theorem 1. There exists a torsion-free group E with 
00 
decompositions E » IIE * B • C where B, C, and each E is 
indecomposable and every E has rank 2. 
Proof. We divide the proof into three parts, (a) First 
00 
we construct a group A « B • C « 0E such that B, C, and 
—o» " 
each E is indecomposable and every E has rank 2. Let 
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(P-r <-„*• r }, n e Z , be a set of distinct primes, let (b , c > , n n n n n 
n e Z, be independent elements, and let A = B 9 C where 
B = <pn°°bn' qn 1 ( bn + bn+l ) for a 1 1 n > a n d C = .̂TV 
rT (c +c ,_) for all n >. Then A =- ©E where each n n n+1 n 
En = <Pr un' pn+lvn+l' <£r~n (un+vn+l» * with un' vn being 
suitably chosen linear combinations of b , c . This is 
n n 
proved in the references cited above. The proof also reveals 
that, if x is an element in A/°.E , its projections f-Tx) and 
n o • 
f_(x) are both in E - + E + E .-. C n-1 n n+1 
(b) Secondly we let E = 1IE and show that E equals 
B 9 C. Since E =- A, we may apply the criterion (*) stated 
above. Suppose the sequence a,, a-, ... in A converges to 0. 
We may suppose a^ e E n for each n in N. But then f - A a ) and n r» n 
f_Aa ) are both in E n" for each n and hence both converge 
to 0. So E = A = B 9 C. 
(c) Finally we show that B is indecomposable (the proof 
for C is similar). Suppose B * K 9 L. Now B is fully in-
variant in B, is indecomposable, and thus is contained in one 
summand, say K. Then E/A S K/B 9 L 9 c"/C. Since E/A is 
algebraically compact CCorollary 42.2 in 2Jf so is L. But 
E has no non-trivial algebraically compact subgroups, so 
L = 0, as desired. 
Out next theorem is based on Fuch's generalization of 
Corner's result CTheorem 91.2 in 2 3. 
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Theorem 2. There exists a torsion-free group A of the 
00 
form A = HB © C = X © Y where C, X, Y are indecomposable 
1 n 
and each B has rank one. n 
Proof. (a) first we construct a torsion-free group A 
= ©B © C = X © Y such that C, X, Y are indecomposable and 
1 n 
each B has rank one. The proof of Theorem 91.2 in C21 pro-
vides just such an example (with other lettering). Let 
(p.- q* P } , n in N, be a set of distinct primes and let 
A = B © C where, for independent b and c , we define 
* n n 
-00 - 0 0 - 1 - 1 
B = ©<p b > and C = < p_ c , p q (c -c ,,) for all n in N> . 
M n n n n n n+l 
N 
For s and t such that ps - qt = 1 let x = pb + tc and 
n n n 
-oo —i 
y n ~ q b n + s c n a n d s e t X " < P n x n ' p * xn~ xn+l* f o r a 1 1 n > 
and Y = <p~°°y , q" (y - y . , ) f o r a l l n >. We a l s o d e f i n e *n Jn n J n J n + 1 
-00 —oo - 1 — 1 -3 = <P^ b , p_ p q c> f o r each n and E = -IE . Now we n n n n n %-.n 
N 
have A = B © C = X © Y 9 I I E = E w i t h C, X, Y indecomposab le 
and B a d i r e c t sum of r ank one g r o u p s . 
(b) Secondly we show that A = B © C = X © Y i n E . 
From the structure of E it is clear that B © C (or A) equals 
B © C. To show X © Y (or A) equals X © Y we apply criterion 
(*) . Suppose the elements a.. , a2, ... in A converge to 0. 
We may suppose each a is in En. From the definitions of 
x , y , and E n we see that fv(a ) and fv(a ) are in E
n for n n x n i n 
each n where fx and fy are the projections to X and Y. 
Therefore fx(a ) and fy(a ) both converge to 0 and A = X © Y. 
(c) Finally we show that C is indecomposable (the 
proofs for X and Y are similar). SuDDose C = K © L. Since 
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C is fully invariant in C and indecomposable, we may suppose 
_oo —oo 
CSK. Let P = IK p c >. Since P/©< p c > is algebraically 
N n n N n n 
compact, P is in K. Since pqC is in P and L is torsion-free, 
C must be in K and L = 0. The proof is complete. 
In the last two theorems the E •s all had rank greater 
than one. This was no mere coincidence as our next theorem 
will show. The theorem is a natural consequence of some well-
known facts. First we need a lemma. 
Lemma 3. If f is an endomorphism of a group of the form 
V = iIRe. with RS Qf then the pure subgroup generated by f(e.) 
I x 1 
is a direct summand of V for each i. 
Proof. We may assume R is reduced and that f(e ) = x ?- 0 
for some m in I. Since the characteristic of e is ̂  that 
m 
of each component of x, we may write x = E(a./b.)e. with a., 
b. in Z and b.R = R for each i. If d is the g.c.d. of the 
a. 's, then x/d is in V, so we can assume d = 1. Also V = IIRu. 
I x 
where u. = (l/b.)e.. For some finite subset J = { 1 , 2, ...,n) 
of I , we have ( a , , a,,, . . . , a ) = 1 . There i s a n x n m a t r i x 
1 2 n 
A = (a., ) over Z such that a... = a, for each k and |A| = 1 . 
Write x. = £a.,u for j = 2, 3, ..., n. Then V = 
3 v 3K k 
Rx © ( © Rxt) © n Ru.. and Rx is the pure subgroup generated 
by x. 
j=2 J iчj 
Theorem 4. An infinite direct product of rank one 
torsion-free reduced groups cannot equal the direct sum of 
indecomposable subgroup 
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Proof. Suppose a group V equals IIR. » «A. where I is 
I 1 J 3 
infinite, each R. is torsion-free reduced of rank one, and 
each A. is indecomposable. Let B and C be the direct sum of 
the A.*s of rank 1 and rank >1 respectively. Then B is 
slender r_ Theorem 95.3 in 2 1 and some R., say R, , must be con-
tained in C. Let each R. have type t. and set t =- t,. Write 
V » n R. and Vfc = II R. . Both V. 9 Vt and Vfc are fully 
* tt-t
 x t i > t 
invariant subgroups of VcTheorem 96.1 in 2 1 and each is then 
a direct sum of A.'s since the A.'s are indecomposable. 
Hence, by cancelling V we may assume V. -= © A. for some sub-
t J1 3 
set J* of J. For some j in J* and projection f:V -*-A. we 
have f(R,) jt 0. Since R1 is in C, this A. has a proper rank 
one direct summand by Lemma 3 and is not indecomposable. This 
contradiction proves the theorem. 
In a final theorem we illustrate the fact that many 
unusual decompositions of direct products can be derived 
immediately from corresponding direct sum decompositions. For 
verification of the theorem we will cite another theorem of 
Corner on direct sums and then indicate why the transfer from 
direct sum to direct product is permissible. 
Theorem 5. There exists a group G such that, for every 
sequence of positive integers r,, r2, ..., infinitely many of 
which exceed 1, there exist indecomposable subgroups A of 
rank r in G such that G « HA . 
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Proof. Let {p p q }, n in N, be a set of distinct 
primes and for independent u and x define B - <p"e°u , 
n n n n 
p~°°x , q~ (u
 +
x )>. Suppose the sequence r,, r
2
, ... is given. 





N has partitions {N.} and {M.} for i « 1, 2, ... with each N, 












finite number of such operations, Corner showed C Theorem 2 in 
I of 1; also Theorem 91.3 in 2 3 that we can obtain a decom­
position A * «A where each A is indecomposable of rank r . 
Hence G • 1-A # as desired. 
N
 n 
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